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Metrics based on Scopus® data as of April 2022

The SJR is a size-independent prestige indicator that
ranks journals by their 'average prestige per article'. It is

based on the idea that 'all citations are not created
equal'. SJR is a measure of scienti�c in�uence of
journals that accounts for both the number of citations
received by a journal and the importance or prestige of

the journals where such citations come from It
measures the scienti�c in�uence of the average article

Evolution of the number of published documents. All types
of documents are considered, including citable and non

citable documents.

Year Documents
2020 5
2021 13

Citations per document

This indicator counts the number of citations received by

documents from a journal and divides them by the total
number of documents published in that journal. The chart
shows the evolution of the average number of times

documents published in a journal in the past two, three and
four years have been cited in the current year. The two
years line is equivalent to journal impact factor ™
(Thomson Reuters) metric.

Cites per document Year Value
Cites / Doc. (4 years) 2020 0.000
Cites / Doc. (4 years) 2021 8.000
Cites / Doc. (3 years) 2020 0.000
Cites / Doc. (3 years) 2021 8.000
Cites / Doc. (2 years) 2020 0.000
Cites / Doc. (2 years) 2021 8.000

Total Cites Self-Cites

Evolution of the total number of citations and journal's

self-citations received by a journal's published
documents during the three previous years.
Journal Self-citation is de�ned as the number of citation

from a journal citing article to articles published by the
same journal.

Cites Year Value
f

External Cites per Doc Cites per Doc

Evolution of the number of total citation per document

and external citation per document (i.e. journal self-
citations removed) received by a journal's published
documents during the three previous years. External

citations are calculated by subtracting the number of
self-citations from the total number of citations received
by the journal’s documents.

% International Collaboration

International Collaboration accounts for the articles that

have been produced by researchers from several
countries. The chart shows the ratio of a journal's
documents signed by researchers from more than one

country; that is including more than one country address.

Year International Collaboration
2020 20.00
2021 23 08

Citable documents Non-citable documents

Not every article in a journal is considered primary

research and therefore "citable", this chart shows the
ratio of a journal's articles including substantial research
(research articles, conference papers and reviews) in

three year windows vs. those documents other than
research articles, reviews and conference papers.

Documents Year Value

Cited documents Uncited documents

Ratio of a journal's items, grouped in three years

windows, that have been cited at least once vs. those
not cited during the following year.

Documents Year Value
Uncited documents 2020 0
Uncited documents 2021 0
Cited documents 2020 0
Cited documents 2021 5
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Dr. Diaa K. 1 month ago

I submit two articles to the Journal of Positive School Psychology, and they were published in June

2022, and have not yet been recognized by Scopus. Please let me know what should I do.

Best Regards

reply

Addise 2 days ago

I get confused on what is going on(two sided comments).whose idea is right? Is there

anyone authorized body to clarify the confusion about this Journal? Please,help me.

Awadhesh 1 week ago

This journal is being managed by fraud people. They are based in India and pretending as a

Turkey journal.

They are accepting manuscripts within a couple of hours and publish within 4-5 days.

Regarding APC, you can negotiate the same as you negotiate at the vegetable market.

aljandro alfredo quispe mayuri 2 weeks ago

Ya no se ubica en el portal de Scopus, esta suspendida la revista

Prasong 2 weeks ago

I have the same problem. How can we solve that problem?

Shekhar Sawant 2 weeks ago

the sept exit list shows this journal has ongoing and active in scopus list but when

communicated to them they says this journal is discontinued.

RENUKA DEVI VASAM 4 weeks ago

I am also facing same problem, my article was published in March 2022, in JOURNAL OF

POSITIVE SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY, but it is not showing under scopus coverage, the coverage

shows only up to 2021. what should i do now? My thesis submission is in next month, any

one can kindly help me.

Oscar Lontoh D.Th 2 months ago

D

A

A

A

P

S

R

Melanie Ortiz 1 month ago

Dear Dr. Diaa,

thank you very much for your comment. We suggest you contact Scopus support team:

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/14883/kw/scimago/supporthub/scopus/

Best Regards, SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team

O
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To everyone who wants to publish with this journal, please, BE AWARE because journal of positive

school psychology is not active for Scopus coverage and no indexing can be allowed. I have

con�rmed to Scopus Content Support Specialist. Here is the reply:

Dear customer,

Thanks for your email.

We are sorry to inform that “Journal of Positive School Psychology” with ISSN “2717-7564” is not

active for Scopus coverage and no indexing can be allowed. We are sorry that we are unable to

process any content for this journal. Please contact your publisher for further enquires in this

regard.

We appreciate your patience and understanding.

Regards,

Content Support Specialist

Content Service Desk

Global E-Operations

ELSEVIER

Url: www.elsevier.com

reply

Frederich Oscar Lambertus Lontoh 2 weeks ago

Hi Othman,

I do not know for sure if we got scammed because some authors in 2021 appear in Scopus. I

do not think that the journal is being hijacked because they have announcements in response

to negative issues. Here is the link: https://journalppw.com/index.php/jpsp

In short, I do not know the reasons for sure, but the reality is JPSP is not under Scopus

coverage.

Razifah Othman 3 weeks ago

Ohh dear..no wonder i cant �nd any details of my paper in scopus..this is so sad..are we

being scammed? is the journal hijacked by unresponsible party?

Frederich Oscar Lambertus Lontoh 4 weeks ago

Dear Shekhar Sawant,

Yes, I also sent that list and the link, that prove JPSP is under Scopus, to the Scopus Support

Specialist. However, they said that JPSP is not active for Scopus coverage and it is the main

reason my published article is not recognized at all by Scopus ID.

Shekhar Sawant 1 month ago

This journal is still shown has active in September22 list .

21101044228 Journal of Positive School Psychology 27177564 Active 2020-ongoing

Shekhar Sawant 1 month ago

Just see the exit list available recently . This journal is shown has steel ongoing.

F

R

F

S

S
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Frederich Oscar Lambertus Lontoh 1 month ago

Dear Saad,

Scopus does not tell exactly when this journal is disconnected. They just asked me to contact

the publisher. My article got published by this journal in August and the article is not

recognized by Scopus. If you want to publish for the sake of publishing only, you can send

your article to this journal. Keep in mind that the journal will inquire $450 to publish.

Saad 1 month ago

Would you please tell us the exact date of the disconnecting (non-active)? Thank you.

sigit wahyudi 2 months ago

dear the JPSP

I would like to know more the ISSN dan the procedure how to submit the article in to this journal.

thank you for information

reply

Editor JPSP 2 months ago

Kindly check the ISSN portal for checking original website.

reply

Dr. Suhail Al-Zoubi 2 months ago

We need the original website of the Journal of Positive School Psychology (ISSN 2717-7564).

I think the following website is not correct and maybe the journal was hijacked.

https://journalppw.com/index.php/jpsp/index

reply

F

S

S

Melanie Ortiz 2 months ago

Dear Sigit,

Thank you for contacting us. Please see comments below.

Best Regards,

SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team

E

D

Melanie Ortiz 2 months ago

Dear Dr. Suhail,

Thank you for contacting us.

As we mentioned earlier, the information referring to the journal’s website is not available

in our website (you'll see "Information not localized") due to the fact that we could not

verify that information with absolute reliability.

Best Regards,

SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team
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Joko 3 months ago

It's a cloned journal, see:

https://predatory-publishing.com/journal-of-positive-school-psychology/

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s12109-022-09907-z#Tab1

reply

Makpal 3 months ago

Hello, our article has been published in the Journal of Positive School Psychology. But still not in

the Scopus database. When will it be on scopus?

Is this log predatory? Seems to be on the Scopus list.

Click https://journalppw.com/index.php/jpsp/article/view/4272 to go to the published article.

reply

Shekhar Sawant 3 months ago

Its there in scopus and now it is Q1 journal but homepage is not provided so unable to know

the original site of this journal

Sarkawi 3 months ago

After reading all the comments. I am just wondering why the questioners do not check this journal

in his Scopus list: ( https://www.scopus.com/sources.uri ) . If we type the name of the Journal in

Scopus search website, this journal is listed. just check it here:

https://www.scopus.com/sources.uri

However, I also need to know how we can see that his journal might not be delisted. I also need it.

It is better to see that prediction rather than debating through this website.

Thank you

reply

Asia 2 months ago

Kindly clarify how to check the prediction and that in coming issue what will be it's status in

Scopus

J

M

S

Melanie Ortiz 3 months ago

Dear Makpal,

thank you very much for your comment, unfortunately we cannot help you with your

request. We suggest you contact Scopus support team here:

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/14883/kw/scimago/supporthub/scopus/

Best Regards, SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team

S

A
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Kich Long 3 months ago

It is Cloned Journal. Please Don't let it take your money and valuable research. Staying away from it

and unmask its deceptive face. Read this paper to know more:

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s12109-022-09907-z

reply

Anon 3 months ago

I am totally confused. This journal appears to be �shy. I received an email after submission. Please

pay the money and the article will be published in 6/8 days. Where will you �nd a Scopus journal

like that?

The journal is from Turkey with a Turkish editor but the amount to be paid is in the Indian currency.

Extremely sad that education and academics are involved in this business.

reply

Duarte da Costa Sarmento 3 months ago

My submission journal in the JPSP for review and publication just only sixteen days. JPSP is the

best for multidisciplinary article sciences. Thank you so much. I will be cooperated with JPSP in

the future.

reply

zeravan 4 months ago

hello...

could you please inform the total publishing fee and the maximum time to publish it?

reply

Melanie Ortiz 3 months ago

Dear Sarkawi,

thank you for your comment.

Our data source is Scopus, SCImago doesn’t participate in the journal’s selection.

SCImago has no authority to include or exclude SJR journals. We suggest you contact

Scopus Support team regarding this matter here:

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/14883/kw/scimago/supporthub/scopus/

Best Regards, SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team

K

A

D

Z

Melanie Ortiz 4 months ago

Dear Zeravan,

Thank you for contacting us.

We suggest you visit the journal's homepage or contact the journal’s editorial staff , so

they could inform you more deeply.

Best Regards, SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team
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P V VINITHA 4 months ago

dear sir,

Could you please help me to know whether the Journal of Positive School Psychology is indexed in

scopus list 2022? I got my article published in May 2022

reply

dewa 4 months ago

I have the same question, anyone can help, please??

Dr.B.LATHA LAVANYA 4 months ago

Dear Sir/Madam,

Can you please help us know the authenticity of the publication in the Journal of Positive School of

Psychology?

We are not able to check the original website link.

Article Published link: https://journalppw.com/index.php/jpsp/issue/view/32

Unable to identify the correct and fake journal, Kindly help us.

Warm Regards

Dr.B.Latha Lavanya

reply

Dr. Ram Krishna Mandal 4 months ago

Sir

Is this journal continued in 2022 and also in Q2?

Dr. Ram Krishna Mandal

Principal

reply

P

D

Melanie Ortiz 4 months ago

Dear PV Vinitha,

Thank you for contacting us. Please see comments below.

Best Regards,

SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team

D

Melanie Ortiz 4 months ago

Dear Dr.B.LATHA ,

Thank you for contacting us. Please see comments below.

Best Regards,

SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team

D
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TONY C MATHEW 5 months ago

Can I get the link to Journal of Positive School Psychology (JPSP)

reply

Muhammad Rachmat 4 months ago

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s12109-022-09907-z

Cloned journals develop a mirror image of reputed journals and attract more articles than

predatory journals. Journal of Positive School Psychology (JPSP) is one such Scopus

indexed journal that has been cloned and used as a case study for this article. JPSP (cloned

journal) has published over 3,000 articles in its last four issues (2nd to 5th) of 2022. Volume

6 No.2 (2022) is of 6,302 pages, Volume 6 No.3 (2022) is of 10,210 pages, Volume 6 No.4

(2022) is of 11,881 pages, and Volume 6 No.5 (2022) is of 4,335 pages. While the Society of

Psychology and Education publishes the genuine JPSP journal, its cloned version is

published by ASR Research India. We surveyed cloned JPSP authors worldwide, 512 to be

precise, to investigate the causes and consequences of cloned journal publications. Pressure

to publish articles in Scopus indexed journals, quick publication, ease in publication, and

di�culty detecting a cloned journal, are some of the multiple causes that have led authors to

publish in the cloned journals. It was interesting to note that despite the JPSP authors

knowing that they have published in a cloned journal and its consequences, they wish to take

the publication forward and earn academic credits. Suggestions have been offered to curb

such publications.

mlk 5 months ago

dear is this journal still in Q2 Scopus?

Melanie Ortiz 4 months ago

Dear Dr. Ram,

Thank you for contacting us. Our data come from Scopus, they annually send us an

update of the data. This update is sent to us around April / May every year. The SJR for

2021 was released on 11 May 2022. Therefore, the indicators for 2022 will be available in

May/June 2023 and before that date we can´t know what will happen with this journal.

Best Regards, SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team

T

M

M

Melanie Ortiz 4 months ago

Dear Mlk, thank you very much for your comment. We suggest you consult the

Scopus database directly. Keep in mind that the SJR is a static image (the update is

made one time per year) of a database (Scopus) which is changing every day.

The Scopus’ update list can also be consulted here:

https://www.elsevier.com/solutions/scopus/how-scopus-works/content

Best Regards, SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team

Melanie Ortiz 5 months ago

Dear Tony,

Thank you for contacting us. Please see comments below.

Best Regards,

SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team
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Charu Saxena 5 months ago

https://journalppw.com/index.php/jpsp

Is this the correct website of this journal.

reply

Naim 5 months ago

Hello..SJR announces that the Journal of Positive School Psychology is COVERED 2020-2021, so

this journal is currently off scopus. ????.

reply

John Swant 5 months ago

It is enough to look for the authors in Scopus, their ID, to know that it is a fraud, that they do not

appear as Authors in Scopus. This journal is a FRAUD. Do not pay the 300 dollars they ask for.

reply

Viddi Mardiansyah 5 months ago

https://www.scopus.com/sourceid/21101044228

The scopus information regarding this Journal

Formerly known as:Journal of Positive Psychology and Wellbeing

reply

C

Melanie Ortiz 5 months ago

Dear Charu,

Thank you for contacting us. Please see comments below.

Best Regards,

SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team

N

Melanie Ortiz 5 months ago

Dear Naim,

Thank you very much for your comment.

All the metadata have been provided by Scopus /Elsevier in their last update sent to

SCImago (April 2022), including the Coverage's period data. As we always say, SJR is a

static image of Scopus, while Scopus is changing every day. For this reason, we always

recommend our users consult the Scopus database directly to see the current index

status.

The Scopus’ update list can also be consulted here:

https://www.elsevier.com/solutions/scopus/how-scopus-works/content

Best Regards, SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team

J

V
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Shashi Kant 5 months ago

NOW THIS JOURNAL IS OUT OF SCOPUS, YOU CAN VERIFY FROM SCOPUS SUPPORT.

reply

Nadiamasaya 5 months ago

Si tengo una publicación en esta revista en el número que salió en marzo 2022(ojo que ya aparecía

como Q2 de Scopus). Y de acuerdo a las respuestas dadas por el Equipo Scimago, que la revista

consiguió cali�car en abril. Pregunto, qué pasará con dicho artículo?

reply

Natcha Mahapoonyanont 6 months ago

Can I know the impact factor of this journal?

reply

Lee 6 months ago

The paper got published with nice comments. Thanks !!!

reply

Diana 6 months ago

Good journal. Thanks editors

S

Melanie Ortiz 5 months ago

Dear Sashi, thank you very much for your comment. You can consult the Scopus database

directly or the the Scopus’ update list here:

https://www.elsevier.com/solutions/scopus/how-scopus-works/content

Best Regards, SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team

N

Melanie Ortiz 5 months ago

Dear Nadiamasaya,

Thank you for contacting us. You need to consider the scientometric indicators of the year

in which the article was published.

Therefore, if your article was published in i.e. 2020, it inherits all the scientometric

indicators and quartile shown for the year 2020.

Best Regards, SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team

N

Melanie Ortiz 6 months ago

Dear Natcha, thank you very much for your comment. SCImago Journal and Country Rank

uses Scopus data, our impact indicator is the SJR. We suggest you consult the Journal

Citation Report for other indicators (like Impact Factor) with a Web of Science data

source. Best Regards, SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team

L

D
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Hennry 6 months ago

Good journal

Jhon Holguin-Alvarez 6 months ago

Dear SJR. You are collaborating so that we as authors fall into the nets of these duplicate or

predatory journal. They must present a space that at least mentions "journal under investigation" or

"journal under Scopus investigation". In response to a query I made to Scopus, they mentioned that

this journal is practically a predator, whose origin is from a journal already discontinued and with

another name in Scopus. They themselves mention that it is a journal that is an investigator

(literally). You always reply that you extract the update data from Scopus. But, if they are a

bibliometric source, would it be more comfortable to indicate the category of journals investigated,

albeit quantitatively, from Scopus information? They can provide that data themselves. It is not

enough to add "discontinued magazine" from one moment to the next; but rather the category of

"investigated journal" with negativity or positivity indices. Greetings.

reply

MJ 6 months ago

On Scimago and Scopus website this journal is located in Turkey and the publisher is the Turkish

Gokmen Arsilan but on the only available website of this journal

H

Melanie Ortiz 6 months ago

Dear Lee, thanks for your participation! Best Regards, SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team

J

Melanie Ortiz 6 months ago

Dear John,

Thank you for contacting us. As you perfectly said, our data come from Scopus database

which sends us an updated of their data every year. SCImago doesn't include or exclude

journals, as the selection is made by Scopus itself. SCImago Team is constantly working

hard to provide high quality scientometric indicators in an Open Access tool, as well as

several information about the journals, including the journals website information.

Unfortunately, this task becomes more and more complex as the proliferation of

predatory journals and / or fraudulent websites has been constant for a few years.

SCImago always shows the metadata sent by Scopus and the most reliable information

related to the website, by checking several information using Beall’s list, Cabells and

others.

If our website is showing “Information not localized” in the sections referred to the

journal’s website, it means that SCImago could not verify that information with absolute

reliability; that the journal is only available in Print version; or that the website remains

simply unfound.

Besides, keep in mind that the main purpose of SCImago is to help decision-making

through scientometric indicators.

As a recommendation, for further information about predatory journals or publishers, you

can check the links below or contact Scopus Support team, which will always inform you

about the current situation of a particular journal in its database.

https://beallslist.weebly.com/

https://predatory-publishing.com/three-quick-ways-to-spot-a-predatory-journal/

https://www2.cabells.com/about-predatory

Best Regards, SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team

M
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(https://journalppw.com/index.php/jpsp) the country is India and the publisher is Indian. Also on

the website of the journal it is advertised that the journal has no APC (with no submission and

processing fees) but some colleagues published in that journal and were charges from 200 to 450

$.the Journal is also publishing papers in all disciplines that are completely outside its coverage or

specialization. Also on this website the publication frequency is monthly while the original journal

published two or four issues per year. I suspect that there is something �shy about this journal

unless the original Turkish publisher sold it to some Indian publisher as it rumored but not

con�rmed???

reply

Sakshi Tiwari 4 months ago

Can you please share the link of the original website.

Tonny 6 months ago

Thank you for being published in the volune with good evaluation.

reply

Phung huy 6 months ago

Nice journal!

reply

Dang Toan 6 months ago

I appreciated the jounal. Could you tell me how many months to have my paper published?

Thanks!

reply

S

Melanie Ortiz 6 months ago

Dear MJ,

thank you for your comment.

Our data source is Scopus, SCImago doesn’t participate in the journal’s selection. We just

show the data provided in the latest update by Scopus. Please contact Scopus Support

regarding this matter here:

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/14883/kw/scimago/supporthub/scopus/

Best Regards, SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team

T

Melanie Ortiz 6 months ago

Dear Tonny, thanks for your participation! Best Regards, SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team

P

Melanie Ortiz 6 months ago

Dear Phung huy, thanks for your participation! Best Regards, SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team

D
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Colin 6 months ago

Nice ! I got fairly good comments from the editorial staffs!

reply

jacky 6 months ago

I totally agree with you

jessi 6 months ago

I agree with your opinion

ca 6 months ago

My paper got published already after being reviewed. It is nice jurnal with nice comments. I learned

a lot. Thanks!

reply

months ago 6   دكتور محمد السرحان

شروط النشر لدیكم، مع فائق الشكر والتقدیر

reply

Melanie Ortiz 6 months ago

Dear Dang,

Thank you for contacting us. Please see comments below.

Best Regards, SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team

C

Melanie Ortiz 6 months ago

Dear Colin, thanks for your participation! Best Regards, SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team

J

J

C

Melanie Ortiz 6 months ago

Dear Ca, thanks for your participation! Best Regards, SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team

N

Melanie Ortiz 6 months ago

Dear Sir/Madam,

Thank you for contacting us. Please see comments below.

Best Regards, SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team
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Azmeraw Belay Bogale 6 months ago

Dear Scopus team,

I would like to send manuscript to teh following Journal. I kindly request to tell me if this is

currently Scopus Indexed.

Journal of Positive School Psychology

Scopus coverage years: from 2020 to Present

E-ISSN:2717-7564

Publisher: Gokmen Arslan

•Scopus Link https://www.scopus.com/sourceid/21101044228

•Subject area: (Multidisciplinary) Psychology: Developmental and Educational Psychology: Social

sychology Social Sciences: Education

Kindest

Azmeraw

reply

Martin OSo 6 months ago

Kindly con�rm why the articles and Authors' names published in 2022 by this Journal (Journal of

Positive School Psychology) have not appeared in Scopus Authors' search. Thank you.

reply

Shashi Kant 5 months ago

My paper published in January 2022, volume i, shown on Scopus preview. but now its not

re�ected. i am asked helped from Scopus support many time, but still not re�ected.

Lien 6 months ago

Please explain clearly and honestly about this journal, thank you

reply

A

Melanie Ortiz 6 months ago

Dear Azmeraw,

Thank you for contacting us. Please see comments below.

Best Regards,

SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team

M

S

Melanie Ortiz 6 months ago

Dear Martin,

thank you very much for your comment, unfortunately we cannot help you with your

request. We suggest you contact Scopus support team:

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/14883/kw/scimago/supporthub/scopus/

Best Regards, SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team

L
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Candra 6 months ago

show me please, where I can �nd the homepage this journal

reply

arash 6 months ago

Hi

Given that your site was updated in April 2020, can you be sure that the status of the journal will

not change on your site for the next 6 months? Because my university checks your site, not Scopus

.

thanks

reply

RAMLAN BIN MUSTAPHA 6 months ago

Is This Journal still index in scopus?or discontinued?

reply

Melanie Ortiz 6 months ago

Dear Lien,

Thank you for contacting us. Could you please expand a little bit on your comment?

Best Regards, SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team

C

Melanie Ortiz 6 months ago

Dear Candra

Thank you for contacting us. Please see comments below.

Best Regards, SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team

A

Melanie Ortiz 6 months ago

Dear Arash,

Thank you for contacting us.

The SJR for 2021 was released on May 2022. SCImago is updated only once a yearand

the SJR for 2022 will be released in May/June 2023.

Best Regards, SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team

R

Melanie Ortiz 6 months ago

Dear Ramlan,

Thank you very much for your comment.

All the metadata have been provided by Scopus /Elsevier in their last update sent to

SCImago, including the Coverage's period data. The SJR for 2021 was released on 11 May

2022. We suggest you consult the Scopus database directly to see the current index

status as SJR is a static image of Scopus, which is changing every day.

The Scopus’ update list can also be consulted here:

https://www.elsevier.com/solutions/scopus/how-scopus-works/content

Best Regards, SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team
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Gozzi 6 months ago

How come this journal has become Q2 over night.as well Jppw another one of this publisher has

become Q1 though it is out of scopus.Gow schimago is showing wrong data...

reply

Putra 7 months ago

Number of articles published in the Journal of Positive School Psychology (as of May 19, 2022)

2020 (2): 4 articles (indexed in Scopus

2021 (1): 5 articles (indexed in Scopus)

2021 (2): 6 articles (Indexed in Scopus)

2022 (1): 9 articles (NOT indexed in Scopus)

2022 (2): 637 articles (NOT indexed in Scopus)

2022 (3): 878 articles (NOT indexed in Scopus)

2022 (4): 825 articles (NOT indexed in Scopus)

Is tihis predatory journal that takes people money withpout proper review?

reply

Tribun Selatan 4 months ago

Any link you could provide to validate your data?

Cheers, mate.

Mks 7 months ago

Respected sir/ Madam

G

Melanie Ortiz 6 months ago

Dear Gozzi,

Thank you for contacting us.

SCImago calculates the scientometric indicators based on the data sent by Scopus (April

2022). For further information related to the journal's coverage in Scopus, we suggest you

contact Scopus Support directly here:

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/14883/kw/scimago/supporthub/scopus/

Best Regards, SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team

P

T

Melanie Ortiz 6 months ago

Dear Putra,

thank you for your comment.

Our data source is Scopus, SCImago doesn’t participate in the journal’s selection.

SCImago has no authority to include or exclude SJR journals. We just show the data

provided in the latest update by Scopus. Please contact Scopus Support regarding this

matter here:

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/14883/kw/scimago/supporthub/scopus/

Best Regards, SCImago Team

M
SCImago Team

M
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With due respect it is submitted that I wanna to publish a research article in the journal of positive

school psychology. Is it active and ethical. Can someone Please guide and suggest me. Thanking

you.

With warm regards

Mks

reply

Gozzi 6 months ago

It's falsely Q2 and gone out of scopus.write to scopus u will see it's deactivated.

ROSARIO CLAUDIA 7 months ago

Y cual es el DOI para veri�car si esta indexado y la autenticidad?

reply

Luis 7 months ago

Good, this journal has thousands of articles published and only about 10 to 15 articles indexed to

SCOPUS, how many articles per year can SCOPUS accept for indexing from the same journal and

where can I report scam journals?

reply

Mks 7 months ago

Can u please con�rm me the home page of the journal...journal of positive school psychology....

OR

Is this given website correct ..?

https://journalppw.com/index.php/jpsp

reply

G

R

Melanie Ortiz 7 months ago

Dear Rosario,

Thank you for contacting us.

Please contact Scopus support team for further details here:

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/14883/kw/scimago/supporthub/scopus/
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